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Abstract—Polarity classification of words is important for applications such as Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis. A number of

sentiment word/sense dictionaries have been manually or (semi)automatically constructed. We notice that these sentiment dictionaries

have numerous inaccuracies. Besides obvious instances, where the same word appears with different polarities in different

dictionaries, the dictionaries exhibit complex cases of polarity inconsistency, which cannot be detected by mere manual inspection. We

introduce the concept of polarity consistency of words/senses in sentiment dictionaries in this paper. We show that the consistency

problem is NP-complete. We reduce the polarity consistency problem to the satisfiability problem and utilize two fast SAT solvers to

detect inconsistencies in a sentiment dictionary. We perform experiments on five sentiment dictionaries and WordNet to show

inter- and intra-dictionaries inconsistencies.

Index Terms—Sentiment analysis, sentiment dictionary, polarity inconsistency
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE opinions expressed in various web and media out-
lets (e.g., blogs, newspapers) are an important yard-

stick for the success of a product or a government policy.
For instance, a product with consistently good reviews is
likely to sell well. The general approach of determining
the overall orientation (i.e., positive or negative) of a sen-
tence/document is by analysis of the orientations of the
individual words [1], [2], [3], [4]. Sentiment dictionaries
are utilized to facilitate the summarization. There are
numerous works that, given a sentiment lexicon, analyze
the structure of a sentence/document to infer its orienta-
tion, the holder of an opinion, the sentiment of the opin-
ion, etc. [3], [5], [6], [7]. Several domain independent
sentiment dictionaries have been manually or (semi)-auto-
matically created, e.g., general inquirer (GI) [8], opinion
finder (OF) [9], appraisal lexicon (AL) [10], SentiWordNet
(SWN) [11] and Q-WordNet (QW) [12]. QW and SWN are
lexical resources which classify the synsets(senses) in
WordNet according to their polarities. We call them senti-
ment sense dictionaries (SSD). OF, GI and AL are called sen-
timent word dictionaries (SWD). They consist of words
manually annotated with their corresponding polarities.
We have noticed the following problems with the senti-
ment dictionaries:

� They exhibit substantial (intra-dictionary) inaccura-
cies. For example, the synset fIndo-European, Indo-
Aryan, Aryang (of or relating to the former Indo-European
people), has a negative polarity in QW, while intui-
tively this synset has a neutral polarity instead.

� They have (inter-dictionary) inconsistencies. For
example, the adjective cheap is positive in AL and
negative in OF.

� These dictionaries do not address the concept of
polarity (in)consistency of words/synsets.

We concentrate on the concept of (in)consistency in
this paper. We define consistency among the polarities of
words/synsets within and across sentiment dictionaries
and give methods to check them. We provide two examples
to illustrate the problem addressed in this paper.

The first example is the verbs confute and disprove,
which have positive and negative polarities, respectively, in
OF. According to WordNet, both words have a unique
sense, which they share:

disprove, confute (prove to be false) ”The physicist disproved
his colleagues’ theories”

Assuming that WordNet has complete information about
the two words, it is rather strange that the words have dis-
tinct polarities. By manually checking two authoritative
English dictionaries, Oxford1 and Cambridge,2 we confirm
that the information about confute and disprove in
WordNet is the same as that in these dictionaries. So, the
problem seems to originate in OF.

The second example is the verbs tantalize and taunt,
which have positive and negative polarities, respectively, in
OF. They also have a unique sense in WordNet, which they
share. Again, there is a contradiction. In this case Oxford
dictionary mentions a sense of tantalize that is missing
from WordNet: “excite the senses or desires of (someone)”. This
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sense conveys a positive polarity. Hence, tantalize con-
veys a positive sentiment when used with this sense.

In summary, these dictionaries have conflicting informa-
tion. Their use in sentiment analysis tasks can give conflict-
ing results (see Section 9.5). Manual checking of sentiment
dictionaries for inconsistency is a difficult endeavor. We
deem words such as confute and disprove inconsistent.
We aim to unearth these inconsistencies in sentiment dictio-
naries. Note that the presence of inconsistencies found via
polarity analysis is not exclusively attributed to one party,
i.e., either the sentiment dictionary or WordNet. Instead, as
emphasized by the above examples, some of them lie in the
sentiment dictionaries, while others lie in WordNet. There-
fore, a by-product of our polarity consistency analysis is
that it can also locate likely places where WordNet needs
linguists’ attention.

We will show that the problem of checking whether the
polarities of a set of words are consistent is NP-complete.
Although the problem is NP-complete [13], we present a
reduction of this problem to the SAT problem (which is also
an NP-complete problem) and employ existing SAT solvers
[14] on the resulting SAT problem to obtain solutions to the
polarity consistency problem. We utilize two fast SAT solv-
ers to detect inconsistencies. Our experimental study show
that substantial inconsistencies are discovered among
words with polarities within and across sentiment dictio-
naries. This suggests that some remedial work needs to be
performed on these sentiment dictionaries as well as on
WordNet.

The contributions of this paper are:

� address the consistency of polarities of words/
senses. We originally introduced the problem in [15].

� show that the consistency problem is NP-complete;
� reduce the polarity consistency problem to SAT;
� give a new polynomial-length reduction and further

improvement of it, which are far more efficient than
the exponential-length reduction given in [15];

� give a method for detecting inconsistencies between
an SWD and an SSD;

� utilize fast SAT solvers to detect inconsistencies in
sentiment dictionaries;

� give experimental results to demonstrate that our
technique identifies considerable inconsistencies in
various sentiment lexicons as well as discrepancies
between these lexicons and WordNet.

Our initial solution to the problem of polarity consistency
checking (PCC) was published in [15]. For completeness, this
solution is described in this paper in Section 5, in particular
in Section 5.2. This solution has an important shortcoming: it
generates boolean formulas that have exponential lengths
when converting PCC into SAT. We experimentally show
that this solution cannot handle words such as give and
make which have large numbers of synsets—we left the
implementation of this solution running on a quad-core com-
puter with 12 GB of memory for a week without ever termi-
nating. In this paper, we present a new solution that is
proven to generate boolean formulas of polynomial lengths.
The new solution can handle all the words in WordNet and
it takes only 24 minutes to complete its computations. This
solution has one small disadvantage though: it introduces a

large number (thousands) of variables in the Boolean for-
mula obtained when converting PCC into SAT. Conse-
quently, we propose a hybrid solution that attempts to
capitalize on the strengths of the two solutions. The hybrid
solution has fewer variables and can solve the problem faster
than either of the previous solutions: it takes only about
10 minutes to complete. This solution is presented in Section
7. While our contribution in [15] is that we formalized and
gave a first “incomplete” solution to PCC, themain contribu-
tion of this paper is that it provides linguists with real practi-
cal solutions for polarity oriented lexicon exploration.

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION

As argued above, the polarities of the words in a sentiment
dictionary may not necessarily be consistent (or correct). In
this paper, we focus on the detection of polarity assignment
inconsistency for the words and synsets within and across
sentiment dictionaries (e.g., OF versus. GI). We attempt
to pinpoint the words with polarity inconsistencies and
classify them (Section 3). We will use �, þ, 0 to denote nega-
tive, positive and neutral polarities, respectively, through-
out the paper.

2.1 WordNet

We give a formal characterization of WordNet. This consists
of words, synsets and frequency counts. Aword-synset net-
work N is quadruple ðW;S; E; fÞ where W is a finite set of
words, S is a finite set of synsets, E is a set of undirected
edges between elements in W and S, i.e., E � W� S and f
is a function assigning a positive integer to each element in
E. For an edge ðw; sÞ, fðw; sÞ is called the frequency of use
of w in the sense given by s. For any word w and synset s,
we say that s is a synset of w if ðw; sÞ 2 E. Also, for any
word w, we let freqðwÞ denote the sum of all fðw; sÞ such
that ðw; sÞ 2 E. If a synset has a 0 frequency of use then we
add a small constant � to the frequencies of use of all the
synsets of the word. In the current implementation � ¼ 0:1.
This is a standard smoothing technique [16]. For instance,
the word cheap has four senses. The frequencies of use of
the word in the four senses are f1 = 9, f2 = 1, f3 = 1 and f4 =
0, respectively. With smoothing, they become f1 = 9.1, f2 =
1.1, f3 = 1.1 and f4 ¼ 0:1. Hence, freqðcheapÞ ¼
f1 þ f2 þ f3 þ f4 ¼ 11:4. The relative frequency of the syn-
set in the first sense of cheap, which denotes the probability

that the word is used in the first sense, is f1
freqðcheapÞ =

9:1
11:4 = 0:8.

2.2 Consistent Polarity Assignment

We assume that each synset has a unique polarity. We define
the polarity of a word to be a discrete probability distribu-
tion: Pþ; P�; P0 � 0 with Pþ þ P� þ P0 ¼ 1, where they rep-
resent the ”likelihoods“ that the word is positive, negative
or neutral, respectively. We call this distribution a polarity
distribution. For instance, the word cheap has the polarity
distribution Pþ ¼ 0:8; P� ¼ 0:2 and P0 ¼ 0. The polarity dis-
tribution of a word is estimated using the polarities of its
underlying synsets. For instance cheap has four senses,
with the first sense being positive and the last three senses
being negative. The probability that the word expresses

a negative sentiment is P� ¼ f2þf3þf4
freqðcheapÞ ¼ 0:2, while the
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probability that the word expresses a positive sentiment is

Pþ ¼ f1
freqðcheapÞ ¼ 0:8. P0 ¼ 1� Pþ � P� ¼ 0.

Our view of characterizing the polarity of a word using a
polarity distribution is shared with other works [17], [18].
Nonetheless, we depart from these works in the following
key aspect. We say that a word has a (mostly) positive (neg-
ative) polarity if the majority sense of the word is positive
(negative). That is, a word has a mostly positive polarity if
Pþ > P� þ P0 and it has a mostly negative polarity if

P� > Pþ þ P0. Or, equivalently, if Pþ > 1
2 or P� > 1

2, respec-

tively. For example, on majority, cheap conveys positive

polarity since Pþ ¼ 0:8 > 1
2, i.e., the majority sense of the

word cheap has a positive connotation.
Based on this study, we contend that GI, OF and AL tac-

itly assume this property. For example, the verb steal is
assigned only negative polarity in GI. steal has two other
less frequently occurring senses, which have positive polari-
ties. The polarity of steal according to these two senses is
not mentioned in GI. This is the case for the overwhelming
majority of the entries in the three dictionaries: only 112 out
of a total of 14,105 entries in the three dictionaries are words
with multiple polarities. For example, the verb arrest is
mentioned with both negative and positive polarities in GI.
We regard an entry hw; pos; pi in an SWD as saying that the
majority sense of the word w with the part of speech pos has
polarity p, although the word may carry other polarities.
For instance, the adjective cheap has positive polarity in
GI. The only assumption we make about the word is that it
has a polarity distribution such that Pþ > P� þ P0. This
interpretation is consistent with the senses of the word. In
this work we show that this property allows the polarities
of words in input sentiment dictionaries to be checked. We
formally state this property. Let w be a word and Sw its set
of synsets. Each synset in Sw has an associated polarity and
a frequency of use with respect to w. Let S0 � Sw and
p 2 fþ;�g.
Definition 1. S0 is called a polarity dominant subset of syn-

sets if each synset s 2 S0 has polarity p andP
s2S0

fðw;sÞ
freqðwÞ > 0:5.

Definition 2. w has polarity p if there is a polarity dominant sub-
set S0 � Sw such that each synset s 2 S0 has polarity p. If there
is no such subset then w has a neutral polarity.

Definition 3. S0 is a minimally dominant subset of synsets

(MDSs) if
P

s2S0
fðw;sÞ
freqðwÞ > 0:5 and

P
s2S00

fðw;sÞ
freqðwÞ � 0:5 for

S00 ¼ S0 � fsg; 8s 2 S0.

Definition 2 does not preclude a word from having a
polarity with a majority sense and a different polarity
with a minority sense. For example, the definition does
not prevent a word from having both positive and nega-
tive senses, but it prevents a word from concomitantly
having a majority sense of being positive and a majority
sense of being negative.

Despite using a “hard-coded” constant in the definition,
our approach is generic and does not depend on the con-
stant .5. The constant is just a lower bound for deciding if a
word has a majority sense with a certain polarity. It also is

intuitively appealing. The constant can be replaced with an
arbitrary threshold t 2 ½:5; 1�.

We need a formal description of polarity assignments to
the words and synsets in WordNet. We assign polarities
from the set P ¼ {þ, �, 0} to elements inW [ S.
Definition 4. Formally, a polarity assignment g for a network N

is a function fromW [ S to the set P. g is consistent if it sat-
isfies the following condition for each w 2 W:

For p 2 fþ;�g, gðwÞ ¼ p iff the sum of all fðw; sÞ such
that ðw; sÞ 2 E and gðsÞ ¼ p, is greater than freqðwÞ

2 . Further-

more, for any w 2 W, gðwÞ ¼ 0 iff the above inequality is not
satisfied for either value of p in fþ;�g.
We contend that our approach is applicable to domain

dependent sentiment dictionaries, too. We can employ
WordNet Domains [19]. WordNet Domains augments
WordNet with domain labels such as art, sport, reli-
gion and history. Hence, we can project the words and
synsets in WordNet according to a domain label and then
apply our methodology to the projection.

3 INCONSISTENCY CLASSIFICATION

In this section, we attempt to give a thorough classification
with examples of the possible types of polarity inconsisten-
cies occurring within and across sentiment dictionaries.
Polarity inconsistencies are of two types: input and com-
plex. We present them in turn.

3.1 Input Dictionaries Polarity Inconsistency

Input polarity inconsistencies are of two types: intra-dictio-
nary and inter-dictionary inconsistencies. The latter are
obtained by comparing (1) two SWDs, (2) an SWD with an
SSD and (3) two SSDs.

3.1.1 Intra-Dictionary Inconsistency

An SWD may have triplets of the form ðw; pos; pÞ and
ðw; pos; p0Þ, where p 6¼ p0. For instance, the verb brag has
both positive and negative polarities in OF. For these cases,
we apply Definition 2 to determine the polarity of word w
with part of speech pos. The verb brag has negative polarity
according to Definition 2. Such cases simply say that the
teamwho constructs the dictionary believes brag has multi-
ple polarities as they do not adopt our dominant sense prin-
ciple. There are 58 such inconsistencies in GI, OF and AL.
QW, a sentiment sense dictionary, does not have intra-
inconsistencies as it does not have a synset with multiple
polarities.

3.1.2 Inter-Dictionary Inconsistency

A word belongs to this category if it appears with different
polarities in different SWDs. For instance, the adjective
joyless has positive polarity in OF and negative polarity
in GI. Table 1 depicts the overlapping relationships between
the three SWDs: e.g., OF has 2,933 words in common with
GI. The three dictionaries largely agree on the polarities of
the words they pairwise share. For instance, out of 2,924
words shared by OF and GI, 2,834 have the same polarities.
However, there are also a significant number of words
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which have different polarities across dictionaries. Case in
point, OF and GI disagree on the polarities of 90 words.
Among the three dictionaries there are 181 polarity incon-
sistent words. The polarities of these words are manually
corrected using Definition 2 before the polarity consistency
checking is applied to the union of the three dictionaries.
This union is called disagreement-free union.

3.2 Complex Polarity Inconsistency

This kind of inconsistency is more subtle and cannot be
detected by direct comparison of words/synsets. It consists
of a set of words and/or synsets whose polarities cannot
concomitantly be satisfied. Recall the example of confute
and disprove in OF given in Section 1. Recall our argu-
ment that by assuming that WordNet is correct, it is not pos-
sible for the two words to have different polarities: the sole
synset, which they share, would have two different polari-
ties, which is a contradiction.

The occurrence of an inconsistency points out the pres-
ence of incorrect input data:

� the information given in WordNet is incorrect, or
� the information in the given sentiment dictionary is

incorrect, or both.
Regarding WordNet, the errors may be due to (1) a word

has senses that are missing from WordNet or (2) the fre-
quency counts of some synsets are inaccurate. A compre-
hensive analysis of every synset/word with inconsistency is
a tantalizing endeavor requiring not only a careful study of
multiple sources (e.g., dictionaries such as Oxford and Cam-
bridge) but also linguistic expertise. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to enlist all potentially inconsistent words/syn-
sets and the possible remedies. Instead, we limit ourselves
to drawing attention to the occurrence of these issues
through examples, welcoming experts in the area to join the
corrective efforts. We give more examples of inconsistencies
in order to illustrate additional discrepancies between the
input dictionaries.

3.2.1 WordNet versus Sentiment Dictionaries

The adjective bully is an example of a discrepancy
between WordNet and a sentiment dictionary. The word
has negative polarity in OF and has a single sense in Word-
Net. The sense is shared with the word nifty, which has
positive polarity in OF and has a unique sense. By applying
Definition 2 to nifty we obtain that the sense is positive,
which in turn, by Definition 2, implies that bully is posi-
tive. This contradicts the polarity of bully in OF. Accord-
ing to the Webster dictionary, the word has a sense (i.e.,
resembling or characteristic of a bully) which has a negative

polarity, but it is not present in WordNet. The example
shows the presence of a discrepancy between WordNet and
OF, namely, OF seems to assign polarity to a word accord-
ing to a sense that is not in WordNet.

3.2.2 Across Sentiment Dictionaries

We provide examples of inconsistencies across sentiment
dictionaries here. Our first example is from SWDs. The
adjective comic has negative polarity in AL and the adjec-
tive laughable has positive polarity in OF. Through
deduction (i.e., by successive applications of Definition 2),
we show that the adjective risible, which is not present
in either of the dictionaries, is assigned negative polarity
because of comic and is assigned positive polarity because
of laughable. The relationship between these words in
WordNet is depicted in Fig. 1. We note that because comic

is negative and fs2g is the unique MDS among the synsets
of comic it follows that fs2g is a polarity dominant subset.
Thus, s2 has negative polarity. Since fs2g is a polarity domi-
nant subset for risible it follows that risible has nega-
tive polarity. In a similar vein, we can show that risible
acquires a positive polarity because of laughable.

The second example illustrates that an SWD and an SSD
may have contradicting information. The verb intoxicate

has three synsets in WordNet, each with the same fre-
quency. Hence, their relative frequencies with respect to
intoxicate are 1

3. On one hand, intoxicate has a nega-

tive polarity in GI. This means that P� > 1
2. On the other

hand, two of its three synsets have positive polarity in QW.

So, Pþ ¼ 2
3 >

1
2, which means that P� < 1

2. This is a contradic-

tion. This example can also be used to illustrate the presence
of a discrepancy between WordNet and sentiment dictio-
naries. Note that all the frequencies of use of the senses of
intoxicate in WordNet are 0. The problem is that when
all the senses of a word have a 0 frequency of use, wrong
polarity inference may be produced.

4 CONSISTENT POLARITY ASSIGNMENT

Given the above discussion, it clearly is important to find all
polarity inconsistencies. This in turn boils down to finding
those words such that there does not exist any polarity
assignment to their synsets that is consistent with their
polarities. It turns out that the complexity of the problem of
assigning polarities to the synsets such that the assignment
is consistent with the polarities of the input words, called
Consistent Polarity Assignment (CPA) problem, is a
“hard” problem, as described below. The problem is stated
as follows:

Consider two sets of nodes of type synsets and type
words, in which each synset of a word has a relative fre-
quency of use with respect to the word. Each synset can be

TABLE 1
Disagreement between Dictionaries

Pairs of Word Polarity Disagreement
Dictionaries Inconsistency Overlap

OF & GI 90 2,924
OF & AL 73 1,150
GI & AL 18 712 Fig. 1. Example of an inconsistency across sentiment dictionaries.
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assigned a positive, negative or neutral polarity. A word has
polarity p if it satisfies the hypothesis of Definition 2. The
question to be answered is: Given an assignment of polari-
ties to the words, does there exist an assignment of polari-
ties to the synsets that agrees with the assignment of the
polarities of the words?

In other words, given the polarities of a subset of words
(e.g., given by one of the three SWDs) the problem of deter-
miningwhether there exists an assignment of polarities to the
synsets that agreeswith this assignment is a “hard” problem.

Theorem 1. The CPA problem is NP-complete.

Proof. Proof given in Appendix A, which can be found on
the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.
ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TKDE.2014.2339855. tu
We note that the following related problem is solvable in

polynomial time. Suppose that the polarities of all the syn-
sets in the word-synset network N are given. The question
whether there exist a polarity assignment to words such
that the two assignments are consistent can always be
answered in polynomial time. All we have to do is to com-
pute Pþ; P� and P0 for each word w 2W and then apply
Definition 2 in order to find a polarity assignment to the
words consistent to that of the synsets.

5 POLARITY CONSISTENCY CHECKING

To “exhaustively” solve the problem of finding all polarity
inconsistencies in a sentiment word dictionary, we propose
a solution that reduces an instance of the problem to an
instance of CNF-SAT. We can then apply one of the fast
SAT solvers (e.g., [20], [21]) to solve our problem. CNF-SAT
is a decision problem of determining if there is an assign-
ment of True and False to the variables of a Boolean formula
F in conjunctive normal form (CNF) such that F evaluates
to True. A formula is in CNF if it is a conjunction of one or
more clauses, each of which is a disjunction. CNF-SAT is a
classic NP-complete problem [13], but, modern SAT solvers
are capable of solving many practical instances of the prob-
lem. Since, in general, there is no easy way to tell the diffi-
culty of a problem without trying it, SAT solvers have the
following termination outputs. A SAT solver terminates
and returns ”satisfiable” or ”not satisfiable”; it can also ter-
minate with a time-out without indicating anything about
satisfiability. So, a SAT solver terminates even if it cannot
find a solution.

In this section we describe two methods of converting an
instance of the polarity consistency checking problem into
an instance of CNF-SAT. The first method, called exhaustive
enumeration of MDS method (EEM), was first described in
[15] and is given here for completeness, while the second
method, called frequency summation method (FSM), is new.

5.1 Conversion to CNF-SAT

The input consists of a sentiment word dictionaryD and the
word-synset network N . We partition N into connected
components and we consider only those components that
have a word in D. For each synset s we introduce three
Boolean variables s�; sþ and s0, corresponding to the nega-
tive, positive and neutral polarities, respectively. In this

section we use �;þ; 0 to denote negative, positive and neu-
tral polarities, respectively.

Now we describe the construction of the Boolean formula
F corresponding to a connected component M of the word-
synset network N . F has the following clauses. First, for
each synset s it has a clause CðsÞ expressing that s can have
only one of the three polarities:

CðsÞ ¼ ðsþ ^ :s� ^ :s0Þ _ ðs� ^ :sþ ^ :s0Þ _ ðs0 ^ :s� ^ :sþÞ:

Since a word has a neutral polarity if it has neither posi-
tive nor negative polarities, we have that s0 ¼ :sþ ^ :s�.
Replacing this expression in the above equation and apply-
ing standard Boolean algebra laws, we obtain

CðsÞ ¼ :sþ _ :s�: (1)

For each word w with polarity p 2 f�;þ; 0g in D and M
we need a clause Cðw; pÞ that states that w has polarity p.
Thus, the Boolean formula for a connected component M of
the word-synset network N is:

F ¼
^
s2M

CðsÞ ^
^

ðw;pÞ2D;w2M
Cðw; pÞ: (2)

From Definition 2, w is neutral if it is neither positive nor
negative. Hence, Cðw; 0Þ ¼ :Cðw;�Þ ^ :Cðw;þÞ. Thus, we
need to define only the clauses Cðw;�Þ and Cðw;þÞ, which
correspond to w having negative and positive polarities,
respectively. Therefore, herein p 2 f�;þg, unless otherwise
specified.

The two methods (i.e., EEM and FSM) differ in the way
they express Cðw; pÞ. EEM is based on the following state-
ment in Definition 2: w has polarity p if there exists a polar-
ity dominant subset among its synsets. Thus, in this
method, Cðw; pÞ is defined by enumerating all the mini-
mally dominant subsets of synsets of w. If at least one of
them is a polarity dominant subset then Cðw; pÞ evaluates to
True. The advantage of this approach is that it is easy to
implement. Its disadvantage is that it generates formulas
that have exponential lengths. For example, with this
approach the word give has 627,527 minimally dominant
subsets of synsets, which cannot be handled with this
approach because the SAT solvers time-out (see Section 9.6).
Although less than 3 percent of the words in WordNet have
large sets of minimally dominant subsets of synsets, we still
need a solution that accounts for these words. We give
another transformation (i.e., FSM) that generates a Boolean
formula of polynomial length. This transformation is based
on the following observation. An equivalent way of express-
ing that w has polarity p 2 f�;þg is

X
s2Sw

fðw; sÞ polðs; pÞ > 1

2

X
s2Sw

fðw; sÞ ¼ 1

2
freqðwÞ; (3)

where polðs; pÞ ¼ 1, if s has polarity p and polðs; pÞ ¼ 0, oth-
erwise. polðs; pÞ is a new Boolean variable introduced. Note

that 1
2 freqðwÞ is a constant, which is known for each word.

For example, for the word cheap it is 11:4
2 .

The idea is to construct a Boolean formula for Cðw; pÞ
such that Cðw; pÞ = True if the above inequality is satisfied
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and Cðw; pÞ = False when it is not. The disadvantages of this
solution are that it introduces a large number of variables
and is difficult to implement. We describe the methods in
the following two sections.

5.2 Exhaustive Enumeration of MDS Method

We now elaborate the construction of Cðw; pÞ for our first
method. In this method, we enumerate all the MDS of w
and for each of them we introduce a clause. The clauses are
then concatenated by OR in the Boolean formula. Let
Cðw; p; T Þ denote the clause for an MDS T of w, when w has
polarity p 2 f�;þg. Hence,

Cðw; pÞ ¼
_

T2MDSðwÞ
Cðw; p; T Þ; (4)

where MDSðwÞ is the set of all minimally dominant subsets
of synsets of w.

For each MDS T of w, the clause Cðw; p; T Þ is the AND of
the variables corresponding to polarity p of the synsets in T .
That is,

Cðw; p; T Þ ¼
^
s2T

sp; p 2 f�;þg: (5)

The formula F is not in CNF after this construction and it
needs to be converted. The conversion to CNF is a standard
procedure [22] and we omit it throughout the paper. F in
CNF is input to a SAT solver.

Example 1. Consider a connected component consisting of
the words w ¼ cheap, v ¼ inexpensive and
u ¼ sleazy. cheap has a positive polarity, whereas
inexpensive and sleazy have negative polarities.

The synsets of these words are: fs1; s2; s3; s4g, fs1g and

fs3; s4; s5g, respectively (refer to WordNet), where some
synsets are shared among the three words. The relative

frequencies of use of s3, s4 and s5 w.r.t. sleazy are all
equal to 1/3. We have 15 binary variables, 3 per synset,

si�; s
i
þ; s

i
0; 1 � i � 5. The only minimally dominant subset

of synsets of cheap is fs1g, which coincides with that of

inexpensive. Those of sleazy are fs3; s4g, fs3; s5g
and fs4; s5g. For each si we need a clause CðsiÞ. Hence,

Cðw;þÞ ¼ s1þ, Cðv;�Þ ¼ s1� and Cðu;�Þ ¼ ðs3� ^ s4�Þ _
ðs3� ^ s5�Þ _ ðs4� ^ s5�Þ. Thus,

F ¼
^
i

CðsiÞ ^ �s1þ ^ s1� ^
��
s3� ^ s4�

�
_ �s3� ^ s5�

� _ �s4� ^ s5�
���

:

(6)

F is not in CNF and needs to be converted. F is True if

the clauses Cðw;þÞ ¼ s1þ and Cðv;�Þ ¼ s1� are True. But,

this makes Cðs1Þ False. Hence, F is not satisfiable. The

clauses Cðw;þÞ ¼ s1þ and Cðv;�Þ ¼ s1� are unsatisfiable

and thus the polarities of cheap and inexpensive are
inconsistent.

5.3 Frequency Summation Method

In this section we describe our new method for reducing an
instance of the PCC problem into an instance of CNF-SAT,
which gives a polynomial length formula for Cðw; pÞ. We

start by giving the intuition of the solution and then present
the formal derivation.

The idea is to simulate a logic circuit that evaluates
Inequality 3 and outputs true when this inequality is satis-
fied and false when it is not. Then, we derive the Boolean
expression associated with the circuit. A careful analysis of
the inequality reveals that we need three main circuit com-
ponents: a SUM component that computes the summationP

s2Sw fðw; sÞpolðs; pÞ, an Instantiation component that eval-

uates each term fðw; sÞpolðs; pÞ before it is input to the SUM
component and a Digital Comparator component that asserts
the inequality. Bottom up, the logic circuit is constructed as
follows:

1) For each s 2 Sw, we need an Instantiation component
Is. The inputs of Is are fðw; sÞ and sp. Is outputs
fðw; sÞ if sp ¼ True (i.e., the synset s has polarity p)
and outputs 0 if sp ¼ False (i.e., s does not have
polarity p).

2) The SUM component adds the outputs of Is’s pair-
wise; then, it adds their results pairwise; so on. This
scheme can be captured as a full binary tree whose
leaf nodes denote the frequencies of use of the syn-
sets and whose internal nodes represent the sum of
values of the frequencies.

3) The output of SUM is input together with the con-
stant 12 freqðwÞ to the Digital Comparator.

A tree arrangement of adders is used in practice to
minimize adder propagation delays [23], because the
depth of the circuit is only OðlogðnÞÞ, whereas it is OðnÞ
in case of a linear scan adder. n is the number of
operands.

We now give the formal derivation of the Boolean for-
mula of Cðw; pÞ for a word w and p 2 f�;þg, according to
the above logic circuit. The logic circuit operates on
binary numbers. We therefore need to express all the
terms in Inequality 3 into binary numbers: that is, the fre-

quencies of use of synsets fðw; sÞ and freqðwÞ
2 . In general, it

is a lot easier to manipulate binary representations for
integers than binary representations for rational numbers.

All the terms in Inequality 3 are integers, except for freqðwÞ
2

and the terms modified by smoothing (Section 2). The for-

mer can be easily addressed by replacing freqðwÞ
2 with

bfreqðwÞ2 c in Inequality 3 without altering the “meaning” of

the inequality. If a synset s of w is such that fðw; sÞ = 0
then we first add � ¼ 0:1 to all fðw; s0Þ; ðw; sÞ 2 E (E was
defined in Section 2.1, word-synset network). Then, we
multiply by 10 all the frequencies of the synsets of w, i.e.,
fðw; s0Þ  10fðw; sÞ; 8ðw; s0Þ 2 E. After these two opera-
tions Inequality 3 will be of the form:

X
s2Sw

fðw; sÞ polðs; pÞ > freqðwÞ
2

� �
; (7)

with all the terms being integers. For example, for the word
cheap the frequencies of use of its four synsets initially are
f1 ¼ 9; f2 ¼ 1; f3 ¼ 1 and f4 ¼ 0. After we perform the above
steps they will become f1 ¼ 91; f2 ¼ 11; f3 ¼ 11 and f4 ¼ 1,
while freqðcheapÞ ¼ 114. For each synset s of a word w we
assign ks binary variables to represent the frequency fðw; sÞ.
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Since each frequency is smaller than freqðwÞ, then
ks � dlog2ðfreqðwÞe þ 1. For ease of exposition, we assign
the same number of variables to each s of w,
ks ¼ k ¼ dlog2ðfreqðwÞe þ 1. In our running example, each
of the four synsets is assigned dlog2ð114Þe þ 1 ¼ 7 binary
variables. We denote by bfðw; sÞ the binary representation
of fðw; sÞ. For instance, 1011011 is the binary representation
of f1 ¼ 91. It is sometimes easier to work with a vector nota-
tion for the binary variables associated with a synset. We
denote by xs the vector of binary variables associated with
the synset s. In addition, :xs is a vector of binary variables

ys such that yis ¼ :xi
s; 8i 2 ½1::k�.

Instantiation. We need to capture the semantics of the
expression fðw; sÞ polðs; pÞ in a CNF expression. That is, if
sp ¼ True then the binary variables corresponding to the
synset s are set to bfðw; sÞ (i.e., sp ! ðxs ¼ bfðw; sÞÞ), other-
wise they are set to 0 (i.e., :sp ! ðxs ¼ 0Þ). This is captured
in the following formula:

Iðs; pÞ ¼ ðsp !
�
xs ¼ bfðw; sÞ�Þ ^ ð:sp ! ðxs ¼ 0ÞÞ

, ð:sp _ ðxs ¼ bfðw; sÞÞÞ ^
k̂

i¼1

�
sp _ :xi

s

� !
:

(8)

xs ¼ bfðw; sÞ is the short notation for x1s ¼ bfðw;
sÞ½1� ^ x2s ¼ bfðw; sÞ½2� ^ ::: ^ xk

s ¼ bfðw; sÞ½k�, where xi
s and

bfðw; sÞ½i� are the ith entries in the binary vectors xs and

bfðw; sÞ, respectively. In addition, xs ¼ 0 	 x1
s ¼ 0 ^ x2s ¼

0 ^ ::: ^ xk
s ¼ 0 	 :x1s ^ :x2

s ^ ::: ^ :xk
s . In Formula 8, the

clause sp ! ðxs ¼ 0Þ 	 sp ! ð:x1
s ^ :x2

s ^ ::: ^ :xk
sÞ 	 :sp_

ð:x1
s ^ :x2

s ^ ::: ^:xk
sÞ 	

Vk
i¼1ðsp _ :xi

sÞ.
Example 2. The word cheap has a positive polarity. We

exemplify the above formula for its first synset, i.e.,

Iðs1;þÞ . Recall that fðcheap, s1Þ ¼ 91 and bfðcheap,
s1Þ ¼ 1011011. We assign a vector x of 7 binary variables

to s1. We have:

Iðs1;þÞ ¼ s1þ ! ðx ¼ 1011011Þ� � ^ :s1þ ! ðx ¼ 0Þ� � 	�ð:s1þ _ x6Þ ^
�:s1þ _ :x5

� ^ �:s1þ _ x4

� ^ �:s1þ _ x3

�^
�:s1þ _ :x2

� ^ �:s1þ _ x1

� ^ �:s1þ _ x0

�� ^ 6̂

i¼0

�
s1þ _ :xi

s

�
:

(9)

SUM. Now that the binary variables for the frequencies
are initialized, we have to add them up. Asmentioned previ-
ously, we add them pairwise. Fig. 2 illustrates the addition

process for the frequencies of the four synsets of the word
cheap. Namely, we first compute S1 ¼ Iðs1;þÞ þ Iðs2;þÞ
and S2 ¼ Iðs3;þÞ þ Iðs4;þÞ. We then compute S3 ¼ S1 þ S2,
which is the desired sum. These additions are represented as
a full binary tree whose leaf nodes denote the frequencies of
the synsets. Corresponding to each internal node, we have k
summation variables and k carry variables.

In effect, at each internal node we simulate a ripple carry
adder circuit [23]. The circuit adds two k-bit numbers and
has k one-bit full adders [23]. A one-bit full adder adds three
one-bit numbers, X, Y , and Cin, where X and Y are the
operands, and Cin is a bit carried in from a past addition.
The circuit produces a two-bit output represented by S
(summation) and Cout (carry), where

S ¼ ð:X ^ :Y ^ CinÞ _ ð:X ^ Y ^ :CinÞ
_ ðX ^ :Y ^ :CinÞ _ ðX ^ Y ^ CinÞ (10)

Cout ¼ ðX ^ Y Þ _ ðX ^ CinÞ _ ðY ^ CinÞ: (11)

These two formulas are not in CNF and they need to be
converted into CNF formulas. A stated above, we omit this
step.

For each internal node we have a CNF Boolean formula
that consists of 2k clauses: k clauses defining the values of
the k summation variables and k clauses defining the values
of the k carry variables in terms of the values of the variables
of their children. The Boolean formula for the SUM compo-
nent, denoted Sðw; pÞ, is the conjunction of the Boolean for-
mulas at internal nodes.

Digital comparator. A digital comparator takes two num-
bers as input in binary form and determines whether
one number is greater than, less than or equal to the other
number [23]. For a simple 1-bit comparator, we have that
x ^ :b) x > b and :ðx ^ :b _ :x ^ bÞ ) x ¼ b. A k-bit
comparator can be constructed by cascading together k 1-bit
comparators. Let x and b be two k-bit words. First, we
define Ei ¼ :ðxi ^ :bi _ :xi ^ biÞ and Di ¼ xi ^ :bi,
i 2 ½0::k� 1�. Then, noting that the bit in position 0 is the
most significant bit, the formula DCðx;bÞ to assert that x is
greater than b is given by:

D0 _ ðE0 ^D1Þ _ ::: _ ðE0 ^ ::: ^Ek�2 ^Dk�1Þ: (12)

In plain words, the formula says that x is grater than b if
x0 > b0 or if x0 ¼ b0 and x1 > b1 or if x0 ¼ b0, x1 ¼ b1 and
x2 > b2, so on so forth (recall lexicographic order).

DCðx;bÞ is further simplified because b is a constant

binary number, which corresponds to bfreqðwÞ2 c. So, after

applying the Boolean laws between the constants True/
False and a binary variable (e.g., True ^ x ¼ x), DCðx;bÞ
simplifies and contains only the variables xi; i 2 ½0::k� 1�.
DCðx;bÞ needs to be converted into a CNF formula. We
omit this step.

6 WORD-SENSE POLARITY CONSISTENCY

We present here a methodology for polarity consistency
checking between a sentiment word dictionary (e.g., OF)
SWD and a sentiment sense dictionary (e.g., QW) SSD. It
consists of the following steps: (1) instantiation of binary
variables, (2) formula reduction and (3) satisfiability test.

Fig. 2. The binary tree summation of the frequencies of the synsets of
the word cheap.
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We assume that the set of inconsistent words in SWD was
already identified (using one of the methods described
above) and discarded from SWD. These words are inconsis-
tent regardless of the polarity assignments to their underly-
ing synsets in SSD.

Instantiation of binary variables. Let F be a Boolean for-
mula obtained with either of the methods described above
for a connected component. F represents only the polarities
of the words in the SWD. Consequently, we first need to
reflect the polarities assigned to synsets in SSD in F. Recall
that for each synset there are three binary variables, corre-
sponding to the three possible polarity assignments. If a
synset s has polarity p; p 2 fþ;�; 0g, in SSD, then each
occurrence of the binary variable sp in F is replaced with
the Boolean value True. The clause CðsÞ (Equation (1)) eval-
uates to True.

For illustration, we use the formula from Example 1:

F ¼
^

i2f1::5g
CðsiÞ ^ �s1þ ^ s1� ^

��
s3� ^ s4�

�
_ �s3� ^ s5�

� _ �s4� ^ s5�
���

:

Suppose that the synset s5 has polarity positive in SSD.

Then, s5þ ¼ 1 (True), s5� ¼ s50 ¼ 0 (False). Cðs5Þ ¼ 1. The for-

mula becomes:

F ¼
^

i2f1::5g
CðsiÞ ^ �s1þ ^ s1� ^ ��s3� ^ s4��

_ �s3� ^ 0
� _ �s4� ^ 0

���
:

Formula reduction. The new formula contains both varia-
bles and constants (i.e., True and False). We need to reduce
it to a constant-free formula. We reduce F to a constant-free
formula using well known Boolean logic laws, e.g.,
True ^ C ¼ C. We apply them repeatedly until F has no
constants or the entire formula reduces to a constant. The
above formula becomes,

F ¼
^

i2f1::4g
CðsiÞ ^ �s1þ ^ s1� ^

�
s3� ^ s4�

��
:

Satisfiability test. If the new formula does not reduce to a
constant then it is input to the SAT solver. If it reduces to a
constant, there is no need to use the SAT solver, because if
the formula reduces to True then the formula is satisfied
and if it reduces to False then the formula is not satisfied. In
the latter case, the synsets in SSD and the words in SWD
present in the formula are reported as inconsistent. For
example, F evaluates to False if the polarity of the synset s1

is set to positive.

7 COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF THE METHODS

In this section, we analyze the complexity of the Boolean
formulas generated with the two methods. We start with
the analysis of EEM.

7.1 Complexity Analysis of EEM

This method generates a formula, which has double expo-
nential number of clauses in the worst case for a word. The
reason is that we first generate a SAT formula that has

exponential length in the number of clauses (see Equa-
tion (4)). This formula however is not in CNF and it needs
to be converted to CNF. This in general can cause another
exponential blow up. Thus, the overall blow up can be dou-
ble exponential in the worst case. Because of this, we cannot
handle the entire WordNet with it (see Section 9.6).

7.2 Complexity Analysis of FSM

We now show that the formula generated by FSM is of poly-
nomial length in the number of clauses. Suppose that we
have a word withm synsets. Corresponding to each internal
node in the binary tree, we have k ¼ dlog2ðfreqðwÞÞdþ1 vari-
ables representing the binary representation of the number
associated with the node. For each such node we have a set
of clauses that defines the values of these variables in terms
of the values of the variables corresponding to its two chil-
dren; we also use k additional auxiliary variables that
denote the carry bits when the numbers of the children are
added. The value of each bit in the sum is defined as a Bool-
ean formula of the values of the corresponding bits of the
two summands and the carry bit corresponding to the pre-
vious bit. Thus, this formula for each bit is a formula over
four variables and is obtained directly in CNF. Similarly, we
obtain formulas for each carry bit also. The conjunction of
all these 2k formulas specifies the values of the bits in the
sum in terms of values of bits in its arguments, i.e., the chil-
dren. Note that each of these 2k formulas is of constant
length. Hence the over all length of the formula is OðkÞ.
Since there are at most m such internal nodes, the overall
length of the formula is OðmkÞ. The formula for the digital
comparator and that for the instantiation component are lin-
ear in k. Thus, the overall length of the translation is
Oðmkþ kÞ. We note that this formula is in CNF.

7.3 A Hybrid Approach

One drawback of FSM is that it may generate Boolean for-
mulas with a large number of variables (thousands). This is
particularly the case for words with large number of synsets
whose frequencies of use are large decimal numbers. For
example, the formula derived for the verb make has over
1,800 binary variables. The reason is that the word has 49
synsets, the largest frequency of use among its synsets is
508 and has synsets with frequency of use 0 (before smooth-
ing). While for the verb make we have to accept this large
number of variables because EEM cannot handle it, for
words such as the adjective cheap, which requires 70 varia-
bles, we can do better.

We explain first why the adjective cheap requires 70
binary variables. The adjective cheap has four synsets and
9 is the largest frequency of use among its synsets. Cheap
also has a synset whose frequency of use is 0, before
smoothing. Because of this synset, we need to first add 0.1
to the frequencies of use of all the synsets of cheap and sec-
ond, to multiply the frequencies of use by 10. Hence, 9
becomes 91 and 91 ¼ 10110112. Thus, we need seven binary
variables for each of the four synsets. In total, for the four
synsets of cheap we need 4� 7 ¼ 28 binary variables. This
is also illustrated in Example 2. Recall that we need to sum
up the frequencies of the synsets using a binary tree scheme
(see Fig. 2). For cheap, the tree has three internal nodes. At
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each internal node we need 2� 7 ¼ 14 binary variables.
Hence, the internal nodes introduce 3� 14 ¼ 42 binary vari-
ables. So, in total we need 28þ 42 ¼ 70 variables to repre-
sent cheap and its synsets in the Boolean formula
constructed with FSM. In contrast, the formula derived with
EEM for the adjective cheap is very simple. EEM uses only
eight binary variables (2 per each of the four synsets). In
addition, because the synset whose frequency of use is 9 is a
dominant synset, Equation (4) has only one clause. In gen-
eral, the formulas generated by EEM for the words with
“small” number of synsets is significantly simpler and
shorter than the ones generated by FSM. Because, about
97 percent of the words in WordNet have at most 4 synsets,
in the hybrid approach we propose to utilize EEM to con-
struct the Boolean formulas corresponding to these words
and FSM for the rest of the words, i.e., the words having at
least five synsets.

For a connected component M whose set of words is W ,
we proceed as follows to construct the formula F
(Equation(2)) with the hybrid approach:

1) partitionW into two sets.W4, the subset of words inW
with at most four synsets, and W5, the subset of
words inW with at least five synsets. F becomes:

^
s2M

CðsÞ ^
^

ðw;pÞ2D
w2W4

Cðw; pÞ ^
^

ðw;pÞ2D
w2W5

Cðw; pÞ: (13)

2) The expression of each Cðw; pÞ in the term
V
ðw;pÞ2D;

w 2W4Cðw; pÞ is defined using Formulas (4) and (5)
(i.e., the formulas from EEM).

3) The expression of each Cðw; pÞ in the termV
ðw;pÞ2D;w2W5

Cðw; pÞ is defined using Formulas (2),

(10), (11) and (12) (i.e., the formulas from FSM).
The formulaF so obtained is input into a SAT solver. The

hybrid approach generates significantly shorter formulas
than either FSM and EEM, and can handle all the words in
WordNet.

8 DETECTING INCONSISTENCIES

In this section we describe the general procedure for detect-
ing the words with polarity inconsistencies using the output
of a SAT solver. When a formula is unsatisfiable, a SAT
solver returns a unsatisfiable core (UC) from the original for-
mula. An unsatisfiable core is a small unsatisfiable subset of
clauses of the formula. An unsatisfiable core is minimal,
called minimal unsatisfiable core (MUC), if it becomes satisfi-
able whenever any one of its clauses is removed. Some mod-
ern SAT solvers return a MUC from an unsatisfiable
formula. There are no known optimal algorithms for com-
puting the minimum unsatisfiable core [24]. In our problem an
UC corresponds to a set of polarity inconsistent words. The
argument is as follows. Consider W the set of words in a
connected component and F the CNF formula generated
with one of the above methods. During the transformation
we keep track of the clauses introduced in F by each word.
Suppose F is inconsistent. Then, the SAT solver returns a
UC. Each clause in the UC is mapped back to its corre-
sponding word. We obtain the corresponding subset of
words W 0;W 0 �W . Since, the set of clauses in the UC is a

subset of those in F and the UC is unsatisfiable it follows
that the words inW 0 are inconsistent.

Consider Formula 6 in Example 1, which is unsatisfiable.
One of its MUCs is F0 ¼ ð:s1þ _ :s1�Þ ^ s1þ ^ s1� 	 Cðs1Þ ^
Cðw;þÞ ^ Cðv;�Þ. The clauses Cðw;þÞ and Cðv;�Þ corre-
spond to w and v, respectively. Thus, W 0 ¼ fw; vg is the set

of inconsistent for F0.
Notice that a SAT solver cannot pinpoint which are the

clauses, and consequently the words, that need to be
changed to make a MUC satisfiable. This is to some extent a
subjective issue. The output of the SAT solver needs to be
viewed as saying that the set of words W 0 cannot all have
the specified polarity in the input SWD in the same time;
the polarities of some words in W 0 are wrong in the SWD.
In our example, the SAT solver does not tell us whether the
polarity of w or that of v needs to be changed to makeF con-
sistent. It only tells us that their polarities are not consistent
to each other.

An unsatisfiable formula may contain multiple MUCs,
and fixing any single MUC may not make the formula satis-
fiable. As long as any MUC is present in the formula, it will
remain unsatisfiable. So, it is valuable to find the set of all
MUCs of an unsatisfiable formula. Most SAT solvers return
a single MUC per unsatisfiable formula. Finding all MUCs
is a very difficult problem [14] and no open source SAT
solver possesses this functionality. We use the open source
SAT solvers SAT4j [25] and PicoSAT [26]. The former
returns an UC and the latter returns a MUC for an unsatisfi-
able formula. PicoSAT uses the utility PicoMUS to compute
a MUC. These two solvers return only one UC per unsatisfi-
able formula. Consequently, we only find a single subset of
all possible subsets of inconsistent words within a con-
nected component. In the experimental study we report the
sets of inconsistent words produced after running the two
SAT solvers once on the input sentiment dictionaries.

9 EXPERIMENTS

The chief goal of the experimental study is to show that our
techniques can identify considerable inconsistencies in sen-
timent dictionaries. We show that the hybrid method is sig-
nificantly faster than FSM and both are faster than EEM,
making our new solutions usable in practice. We also give
more details about the inconsistencies: we show that most
of the sets of inconsistent words have up to four words.
This translates into a reduced workload for an expert who
decides to analyze them.

9.1 Data Sets

In our experimental study, we use WordNet 3.0, the SWDs
GI, OF and AL; and the SWDs QW and SWN. The statistics
about the data sets are given in Table 2. The table shows the
distribution of the words and synsets per part of speech.
Columns 2 and 3 pertain to WordNet. For example, there
are 21,479 adjective words, which have 18,156 unique syn-
sets. In total WordNet 3.0 has 155,287 words and 117,659
unique synsets.

We discard the entries in each SWD that do not
appear in WordNet. After this cleaning step, as shown
in Table 2, there are 3,724 entries in GI, 1,759 entries in
AL and 6,791 entries in OF which appear in WordNet.
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Herein, whenever we refer to theses dictionaries we refer
to their cleaned versions.

9.2 Inconsistency Detection

Recall that an inconsistency is a set of words whose polari-
ties cannot all be concomitantly satisfied. Therefore, there
are two ways to report inconsistencies: (1) by counting their
occurrences and (2) by the total number of words involved
in them. We report our experimental study using (2) in this
section. In Section 9.3 we further analyze inconsistencies
based on their size distribution. We use all three methods in
our experiments. We apply them to (1) each of AL, GI and
OF; (2) the disagreement-free union (UF); (3) each of AL, GI
and OF together with QW and (4) the disagreement-free
union and QW. The experiments are conducted with the
SAT4j SAT solver, unless explicitly stated.

9.2.1 Intra-Dictionary Inconsistencies

Table 3 summarizes the outcome of the experimental study
for (1) and (2) with the three methods. The table shows the
total number of words involved in all inconsistencies per
reduction method broken down by the parts the speech. For
example, FSM finds a total of 240, 14 and 2 polarity inconsis-
tent words in OF, GI and AL, respectively. The ratio
between the number of inconsistent words and the number
of input words used for deduction is the highest for OF and
the lowest for AL. We note that the three methods find
almost the same number of inconsistent words, regardless
of the input SWD. We do not find any inconsistencies for
nouns and verbs in AL because AL has 2 and 0 entries
(Table 2), respectively, for these parts of speech. A surpris-
ing observation from Table 3 is that EEM finds more incon-
sistent words than either FSM or Hybrid, despite not being
able to handle the entire WordNet. As we will show in
Section 9.3, all three techniques find the same number of
inconsistent sets of words, but we get different numbers of
inconsistent words due to the different sizes of MUCs. The
explanation for the surprising behavior of EEM is as fol-
lows. A number of connected components contain words

with large numbers of synsets, such as give and make. On
one hand, the polarity assignments to the words in these
connected components are found to be consistent using the
formulas generated with either FSM or Hybrid. On the other
hand, EEM generates such long formulas for these con-
nected components that the SAT solvers times-out. None-
theless, EEM generates small enough formulas for the
connected components with unsatisfiable formulas that the
SAT solvers can decide on their satisfiability. Note that we
knowwhich connected components have (un)satisfiable for-
mulas because of FSM (or Hybrid), which always terminates
without time-out in our experiments.

9.2.2 Inconsistencies in the Disagreement-Free Union

The union dictionary has 7,794 entries, i.e., triplets of the
form hword; pos; polarityi. We manually corrected the polar-
ities of 159 words, to the best of our understanding. These
words have different polarities across dictionaries: e.g., the
adjective joyless has positive polarity in OF and negative
in GI. EEM, FSM and HYBRID discover 249, 252 and 242
inconsistencies, respectively, in the union dictionary. So, in
effect the union dictionary has at least 252 + 159 = 411 polar-
ity inconsistent words. Recall however that generating all
MUCs is an “overkill” and the SAT solvers do not imple-
ment such a functionality. In general, SAT solvers are used
in an interactive-iterative manner. That is, the errors
pointed out by a SAT solver via a MUC need to be cor-
rected; then, the new improved formula is re-evaluated by
the SAT solver. If an error is still present a new MUC is
reported, and the process repeats until the formula has no
errors; i.e., until the input sentiment dictionary is consistent.

9.2.3 Inter-Dictionary Inconsistencies:

SWD versus SSD

We also paired QW and SWN with each of the sentiment
word dictionaries. Table 4 presents the outcome of this
study. From the fourth and sixth columns in Table 4, we
observe that the polarities assigned to the words in GI and
AL largely agree with the polarities assigned to the synsets
in QW. This is expected for AL because it has only two
nouns and no verb (Table 2), while QW has only 40 adverbs
(Table 2). Consequently, these two dictionaries have limited
“overlapping”. Besides, the adjectives in AL and the adjec-
tive synsets in QW are distributed over 612 and 351 con-
nected components, respectively, in WordNet. Hence, many
of the words in AL cannot be checked against the synsets in
QW. This is true for OF, GI and the union dictionaries, too.
The union dictionary and QW have nonetheless substantial

TABLE 3
Intra- and Inter-Sentiment Word Dictionaries Inconsistency

EEM FSM HYBRID

POS OF GI AL UF OF GI AL UF OF GI AL UF

Noun 23 4 0 27 23 4 0 27 23 4 0 27
Verb 66 2 0 63 60 2 0 65 64 2 0 64
Adj. 90 8 0 90 95 8 0 95 92 8 0 89
Adv. 61 0 2 69 62 0 2 65 60 0 3 62

Total 240 14 2 249 240 14 2 252 239 14 3 242

TABLE 4
Intra- and Inter-Dictionaries Inconsistency

OF GI AL UF

QW SWN QW SWN QW SWN QW SWN

Noun 119 1,598 61 1,302 42 2 140 2,030
Verb 113 1,167 67 966 0 0 137 1,489
Adj. 170 1,808 48 845 0 985 177 2,251
Adv. 1 680 0 47 0 305 1 855

Total 403 5,253 176 3,160 42 1,292 455 6,625

TABLE 2
Distribution of Words and Synsets

POS Words Synsets OF GI AL QW

Noun 117,798 82,115 1,907 1,444 2 7,403
Verb 11,529 13,767 1,501 1,041 0 4006
Adjective 21,479 18,156 2,608 1,188 1,440 4050
Adverb 4,481 3,621 775 51 317 40

Total 155,287 117,659 6,791 3,724 1,759 15,499
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inconsistencies: the polarity of 455 words in the union dic-
tionary disagrees with the polarities of their underlying syn-
sets in QW. The numbers for SWN follow about the same
trend as those obtained for QW, but they are several orders
of magnitude larger. The main reason is that SWN covers
the entire WordNet whereas QW covers only a fraction of it.

9.3 Size Distribution of Discovered Inconsistencies

From the corrective task perspective, the fewer words a
polarity inconsistency consists of, the easier it is to analyze
it and correct it; the larger it is the more challenging is to
analyze it and suggest corrections. We report the polarity
inconsistencies based on the distribution of their cardinali-
ties (sizes) in this section. We show that the distribution of
the cardinalities of inconsistencies is independent of the
reduction method and the choice of the SAT solver. We
consider the outputs of FSM and HYBRID and use both
SAT4j and PicoSAT SAT solvers. Fig. 3 presents the results
of this experimental study. All methods, including EEM,
find 63 inconsistencies. These correspond to the number
of connected components with unsatisfiable formulas.
(Recall that we have a MUC per unsatisfiable formula and
a Boolean formula per connected component.) Most of the
inconsistencies have up to four words: about 92 percent of
them. Only two of the discovered polarity inconsistencies
(i.e., 0.3 percent) are large containing between 43 and 50
words, depending on the reduction method and the choice
of SAT solver.

The key observation from this and the previous set of
experiments is that the number of polarity inconsistencies
are the same regardless of the reduction method and the
choice of SAT solver. This corresponds to the number of
connected components with unsatisfiable formulas. The
number of words in these inconsistencies however may
vary with the reduction method (Fig. 3) and the SAT solver
(Fig. 3). In our experience, the variation is mostly due to the
algorithms for computing MUCs in the SAT solvers. The
reason is that an unsatisfiable formula may have multiple
MUCs. Since these algorithms are heuristic in nature, for
the same unsatisfiable formula for a set of sentiment words
A they may find different MUCs. Consequently, we will
find different subsets of inconsistent words in A with the
property that if any one of the words is removed the rest of
the words are polarity consistent. This problem would not
occur if there was an algorithm for finding the minimum
unsatisfiable core, because this would give us the minimum
subset of inconsistent words in A.

9.4 Sentence Level Evaluation

We took 10 pairs of inconsistent words per part of speech; in
total, we collected a set IW of 80 inconsistent words. Let
hw; pos; pi 2 IW , p is the polarity of w. We collected five sen-
tences for hw; posi from the set of snippets returned by Goo-
gle for query w. We parsed the snippets and identified the
first five occurrences of w with the part of speech pos. Then
two graduate students with English background analyzed
the polarities of hw; posi in the five sentences. The evaluators
have worked together to align their evaluation criteria. We
counted the number of times hw; posi appears with polarity
p and polarities different from p. We defined an agreement
scale: total agreement (5/5), most agreement (4/5), majority
agreement (3/5), majority disagreement (2/5), most dis-
agreement (1/5), total disagreement (0/5). We computed
the percentage of words per agreement category. We
repeated the experiment for 40 randomly drawn words (10
per part of speech) from the set of consistent words. In total
600 sentences were manually analyzed. Fig. 4 shows the dis-
tribution of the (in)consistent words. For example, the anno-
tators totally agree with the polarities of 55 percent of the
consistent words, whereas they only totally agree with
16 percent of the polarities of the inconsistent words. The
graph suggests that the annotators disagree to some extent
(total disagreement þ most disagreement þ major disagree-
ment) with 40 percent of the polarities of the inconsistent
words, whereas they disagree to some extent with only 5
percent of the consistent words. We also manually investi-
gated the senses of these words in WordNet. We noted that
36 of the 80 inconsistent words (45 percent) have missing
senses in WordNet according to one of these English dictio-
naries: Oxford and Cambridge.

9.5 Impact of Polarity Inconsistency on Annotation

This experiment aims to show that two inconsistent senti-
ment dictionaries may give different results when applied
to the task of text sentiment annotation. Toward this goal,
we use a third-party annotation tool, Opinion Parser [27],
the movie reviews dataset aclImdb [7] and two inconsistent
dictionaries, UF and SWN. aclImdb consists of 50,000
reviews. From Table 4, we have that 15 percent of all
ðword; posÞ pair entries in UF have the same polarities in
both UF and SWN. Not all these pairs appear in the reviews
in aclImdb. If we restrict both UF and SWN to their entries
that appear in aclImdb, we get 20.5 percent agreement
between them. Let UF’ and SWN’ be the restrictions of UF
and SWN, respectively. UF’ and SWN’ have 6,003 entries.
They have the same set of ðword; posÞ pair entries, the pairs
in SWN’ however have the polarities according to SWN.

Fig. 3. The size distribution of polarity inconsistencies.

Fig. 4. Human classification of (in)consistent words.
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Since we want some control over the distribution of the set
of inconsistent words in reviews, we select from aclImdb
the reviews with the property that they contain at least 50
words with different polarities in SWN’ and UF’. A review
contains a maximum of 136 such words. This gives 516 neg-
ative reviews and 567 positive reviews, a total of 1,083
reviews. Opinion Parser is run on this set of reviews using
SWN’ and UF’. The tool takes each sentence from a review
and splits it into segments and each segment received a
polarity tag. For instance, the segments of the sentence
“Much scarier in premise than the first, and very enter-
taining.” are “Much scarier in premise”, “than the first” and
“and very entertaining”. The segments received the polari-
ties positive, negative and positive, respectively when UF’
is used. Hence, each sentence can be viewed as a polarity
vector, e.g., (þ, �, þ). The tool is run on a total of 31,701 sen-
tences. If we simply compare the change in the polarity vec-
tors of the sentences when the two dictionaries are used, we
get that 16,741 (52.8 percent) sentences have different polar-
ity vectors. We next ignore all those sentences with both
positive and negative segments. (Their overall polarities are
difficult to judge automatically; in many cases the majority
rule fails.) The rest of them are tagged positive (negative) if
they contain at least one positive (negative) segment. Other-
wise, they are tagged neutral. We obtain that 10,434 (33 per-
cent) such sentences acquire different polarity tags when
SWN’ and UF’ are used. These numbers clearly show a
strong correlation between polarity inconsistency in senti-
ment dictionaries and its effect on sentiment tagging in
practice. Here is a concrete example. Consider the sentence:
“The premise is something like a Soprano’s episode only not
realistic.” The only sentiment conveying words are prem-

ise (assuming it is correct), not and realistic. prem-
ise and realistic are positive, but realistic’s
polarity is flipped by not. The sentence thus has neutral
polarity. If we correct premise to be neutral, the sentence
becomes negative, which is its correct polarity.

9.6 Computational Issues

The experiments were run on a computer with 12GB of
memory and a four-core CPU. For this experiment we use
only the disagreement-free union dictionary because it is
the largest of all sentiment dictionaries use in this paper.
The execution times are the averages over five runs per
method. The Boolean formulas constructed with EEM pre-
sented the most challenges to the SAT solvers. The SAT
solvers required over 10 GB of memory. EEM could not
handle words with more than 200,000 MDSes: we left the
SAT solver running for a week without ever terminating.
EEM however took only 4 hours when we limited the set of
words to those that had up to 200,000 MDSes. Words such
as make and break could not be handled with EEM. FSM
could handle all the words in WordNet and it took about
24 minutes to finish. It required about 7 GB of memory. The
hybrid approach has even more efficient, terminating in
about 10 minutes. The execution performances of FSM and
HYBRID are in steep contrast with that of EEM and we rec-
ommend them for use in practice. PicoSAT required the
least amount of memory: around 2 GB for both FSM and
HYBRID. Its computation time was comparable with that of
SAT4j in our experiments.

10 RELATED WORK

There are two lines of work on sentiment polarity lexicon
induction: corpora- and WordNet-based. Our approach falls
into the latter. We cover only this category of work.

WordNet-based approaches use lexical relations defined
in WordNet to derive sentiment lexicons. For example, [28]
determines sentiments of adjectives in WordNet by measur-
ing the relative distance of a term from exemplars, such as
“good” and “bad”. The work reports results for adjectives
alone. Other approaches use synonyms and antonyms to
expand the sets of seeds [29]. Yet another technique is to add
all synonyms of a polar word with the same polarity and
its antonyms with reverse polarity [17]. It was shown [30]
that the method suffers from low recall and is unsuitable in
situations when the seed polar words are too few—not
uncommon in low resource languages. Moreover, we have
encountered instances of antonym pairs where the polarity
is not necessarily reversed (e.g., the adjective advance has a
positive polarity while one of its antonyms, middle, has
neutral polarity). QW [12] aims to automatically annotate
the synsets (senses) in WordNet. It starts from six synsets
with known polarities: “positive”, “negative”, “good”,
“bad”, “inferior” and “superior”. These are precisely the
synsets that are related to the noun “quality” through the
attribute relation in WordNet. It navigates WordNet along
the semantic relations defined in WordNet (e.g., hypernym,
antonym) and assigns polarities to synsets. If two synsets
are assigned conflicting polarities they are discarded. QW
does not trace down inconsistencies as we do. Also, they do
not assign polarities to words. Finally, the relations inWord-
Net do not have well-defined behavior with respect to pre-
serving/reversing polarity. Recall the above example of the
adjectives advance and middle, which are antonyms, but
whose polarities are not reversed.

Unlike SWN, our view is that each synset does not
have a degree associated with each polarity. Instead,
each synset is 100 percent positive, 100 percent negative
or 100 percent neutral.

Machine learning algorithms [31] as well as stochastic
algorithms [32] can be employed to classify words into dif-
ferent polarities. According to [29], the performance of [31]
is comparable or better than those in [28], [33].

The differences between our approach and earlier ones,
including those that are not WordNet-based, are: (1) to our
knowledge, none of the earlier works studied the problem
of polarity consistency checking for sentiment dictionaries
and (2) inconsistencies within individual dictionaries and
across dictionaries can be pinpointed by our techniques.

11 CONCLUSION

We study the problem of checking polarity consistency for
sentiment word dictionaries. We prove that this problem is
NP-complete. We show that in practice polarity inconsisten-
cies of words both within a dictionary and across dictionar-
ies can be obtained using SAT solvers. Sets of inconsistent
words are pinpointed and this allows the dictionaries to be
improved. Experiments with five sentiment dictionaries,
including the union dictionary, are reported. There are sev-
eral directions we plan to pursues in the future. First, we
plan to categorize the polarity inconsistencies according to
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our classification (Section 3) and identify the reason behind
each inconsistency. Second, as more and more polarity
inconsistencies will be “repaired” we will analyze the corre-
lation rate between polarity inconsistency in a dictionary
and its effect on the results in sentiment analysis tasks.
Third, we would like to expand our polarity consistency
framework to other semantic relationships in WordNet
(e.g., hypernym/hyponym). Forth, the work on subjective/
objective word senses [34] shows that there are synsets in
WordNet that seem to conflate subjective and objective
senses of a word. The implication of this finding is that
some synsets may not have a unique polarity, as we assume
in this work. Consequently, we are interested in extending
our technique to consider synsets with multiple polarities.
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